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N on-OrtlÎorhombic

Interactions

in H2S2

S. Urban1),2),J. Behrend2), K.M.T. Yamada2),
and G. Winnewisser2)
1) J. Heyrovský Institute, CS-182 23 Prague 8, CSFR
2) 1. Pbysika1isches I/lstitut, U/liversitåt zu I\õl/l, D-5000 [(õln 41, Germany

A weak, non-orthorhombic
states with the selection rule

ß/(

interaction

mixing the rotational

= :!:1

has been discovered in the IR and FIR FT spectra of disulfane,
H2S2. This interaction leads to a breakdown of the classical Wang
factorization of the Hamiltonian energy matrix which is split into
four submatrices E+, E-, 0+, 0- if the C2 Hamiltonian symmetry
is considered.

=

This non-orthorhombicß/(
:!:1 mixing is interpreted as a
coupled effect of Coriolis and pseudo-Fermi interactions between
the stretching and torsional vibrational states. Both the effects are
quantitatively described and corresponding molecular parameters
are determined.

Tbis work was supported io part by tbe Deutsche Fonchuogsgemeinscbaft (SFB 301)
aod tbe Alexaoder

voo Humboldt
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High Resolution Spectra of H2S2(v5-Band)
P. Mittler, K.M.T. Yama.da, G. Winnewisser
1. Pbysilca1iscbeslnstitut, Universitãt zu KõJn,
D-5000 KõJn 41, Germany
and
M. Birk
Deutscbe ForscbungsanstaJt {ür Lu{t- und Raum{abrt e. V.,
D-8031 Oberpfaffenho{en, Germany

The IISfundamenta1 band (antisymmetric SH str.) of H2S2 has been measured in high reso1ution by the Fourier transform (FT) spectrometer (Bruker IFS
120 HR) at DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen. The spectrum was recorded with a samp1e path 1enght of 13 cm, a pressure of 3 mbar and a reso1ution of 0.004 cm-I.
Approximate1y 700 H2S2 transitions between 2400 cm-I and 2700 cm-I up to

=

J
42 and K. = 8 were assigned to the paral1e1 components of IIS , which is a
hybrid band, and fitted to Wat80n's S-reduced Hami1tonian for asymmetric rotors.

The comp1ete set of rotational constants for the IISexcited state has been
determined for the first time assuming the ground state constants to be the va1ues
given by Behrend et aI' (1). The obtained b&I!dorigin and rotationa1 constants
are:
110 = 2558.6 cm-1, A = 144702 MHz, B = 6977.64 MHz and C = 6975.51

MHz.

(1) J. Behrend, P. Mitt1er, G. Winnewisser, K.M.T. Yama.da, and M. Winnewisser
J. MoJ. Spectrosc. 141, 265-280 (1990)
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NEW INTERACTIONS IN FULMINIC ACID
Sieghard Albert, Brenda P. Winnewisser and Manfred Winnewisser
Physikalisch-Chemisches lnstitut der Justus-Liebig- Universitãt,
Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, W-6900 Gießen, Germany

Interactions

of highly excited vibrational

states are of interest becau'se they reveal

pathways of the energy transfer process in a molecule.
excellent molecule in which various interactions
nature of the HCN-bending
New interacting

vibrational

vibrational

Fulminic acid, HCNO, is an

can be studied due to the quasilinear

mode.

states were expected with excitation of the stretching

modes IIJ.,112,113,2113and 112+ 113combined with the bending modes /14and /15' Indeed,
accidental

\ocal perturbations

and characterized.

of several excited vibrational

At \east one partner

states cou\d be observed

of each set of interacting

vibrational

states

invo\ves a quantum of /15, which is the quasi1inear moùr of fulminic acid.
Addition of one or more stretching

quanta to the previously known anharmonic

resonance (4/1gj/lg)") or Corio\is resonance (/l1I2/1g)")ð) leads to more comp\icated
onance syøtems, examp\es of which will be presented.

res.

OJYAMADA,K.M.T., WINNEWISSER,B.P. ANDWINNEWISSER,M.. J. Mol. 5".<lro,c., 66, 449 (1975)
.JWINNEWISSER, B.P., WINNEWJSSER, M., WAGNER, G. AND PREUSSER. J., J. Mol.5"..I1O'c.,
142, 29 (1990)
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The Temperature Dependence of the Spectrum
N20S in the Range 250-650 cm-1

of
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Department

01 Physics, Unil1Crsity 01 South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama 36688, USA
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G. Pawelke
Anorganische Chemie, FB g, Unil1Crsitåt-Gesamthochschule,W-5600 Wuppertal,
Germany
N20s belonga to the reservoir species in the atmosphere
role in the diurnal chuges

of the ozone concentration.

result of the ATMOS experiments
been undertaken

ud

plays u importut

Since its identification

in 19861 various laboratory

as a basis for monitoring

the concentration

1989 some of us2 measured the far infrared spectrum

investigations

as a
have

of this molecule.

(Q-200cm-1)

In

of N205 in the

gas phase.
We have made measurements
ples of the decomposition
250.650cm-1.

We recorded spectra

from room temperature

N02/N204

at temperatures

dowo to -60.C

We fouod that the iotensity
temperature

of N205 together with measurements

products HN03 ud

of pure sam-

covering the regioo from

decreasing

io steps of 10.C

for each of the three samples.

of the 350cm-1

band iocreases

with decreasiog

and that the efl'ect can not be explained by increasiog column density

alooe. 00 the other hand the inteosity of the impurity bands due to HN03 decreased
with temperature

which may be primarily

related to fractiooatioo

by successive fillings of the cell as well as reduced decompositioo
low temperature.
temperature

Furthermore

the band cootour appears almost smooth at room

but exhibits rotatiooal

structure

to hope to resolve this band or uother
experiment

of the impurity
of the sample at

at low temperature.

io the mid-infrared

This leads us

regioo io a further

with a molecular jet or a cell allowiog collisiooal cooliog of the N205

sample to very low temperatures.
'G. C. Toon, C. B. Fumer and R. A. Norlon, Nølure 3111, 570-571 (19S6).
2F. C. DeLuåa, B. P. Wianewiuer, M. Wianewiuer and G. PaweJke, J. MøI. Spedro,c.
151-156 (1989).
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ROTATI01'\AL

5PECTRUM

OF MONOFLUOROCYCLOPROPANE

Manfred Winnewisser and Andrea Eilrich
Physikalisch-Chemisches

Institut der Justus-Liebig-Unit'ersitåt.

Heinrich-BujJ-Ring 58, 11'-6300 Giepen, Germany.
G. Pawelke and P. Weinroth
Naturwissenschaften

11der Bergischen Universitãl Ge.<amthochschule.
20. 11'-5600 Wuppertal, Germany.

Gatlss-Strope

Monoßuorocyclopropane
ßuoroethene

was prepared by the photolysis of ketene in the presence of

and separated

infrared spectra

by ana.lytica.l gaschromatographyl.

were obtained

rotationa.l constants

for this asymmetrk

The rotationa.l spectrum

The high resolution

by Bürger et a.I.2. The ana.lysis yieJded preliminary
top mo\ecule.

has been measured between 26.5 and 40.0 GHz using

a Hewlett Packard 8460A MRR spectrometer.

both a- and c-type transitions

were

observed. the rotational constants have been ca.lculated and a Fortrat diagram for each
type of transition

was composed.

Our primary goal is to determine

the geometry of the molecule. Measurements

other frequency regions and of the isotopomers

results wiU be present('d and discussed at the meeting.

'c.

in

C3DSF and 13C3HsF will follow. The

KAUPERT. H HEYDTMANN.AND W THIEL. Ch.m.

PhU" 156.85-93

2". BÜRGER.
G. PAWELKE
AND p, WEtNROTH,printe communicationa

(1991)
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Detection of H S3D Rotational Spectra
M. Liedtke, A. Saleck. and G. Winnewisser
1. Physikalisches Institut. Universitãt zu I(ôln.
D-5000 J(ôln 41. Germany

R. Klùnsch. and J. Hahn
Institut (ür Anorganische Chemie, Universitãt zu J(ôln,
D-5000 J(ôln 41, Germany

The rotational spectrurn of HS3D in the vibrational ground state has been
rneasured. Vp to now, about 180 Q-, 30 P-, and 70 R-branch c-type transitions
have been identified. covering a frequency range between 75 and 293 GHz. The
prelirninary rotational constants of HS3D support the cis-conforrnation established earlier from the lhS3 rotational spectrum (1):

HSSSD

parameter
A
B
C
f(

[MHz]
13395.4660 (6)
2682.183 (2)
2334.788 (2)
-0.9371837

A cornplete analysis of the HS3D ground state spectrurn is in progress.
(1) D. Mauer, G. Winnewisser, and Koichi M.T. Yarnada,
J. Mol. Structure., 190,457-464 (1988).
This work w,," in part supported by the Deuts<:heForschungsgemeinschaft (c;FB 301)
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INTENSITY

DETERMINATION

FOR TRANSmONS

2n STATE FROM VffiRATION-ROTATION

IN A

INTERAcrION:

APPLICA TION TO OH AND CIO
A. Benidar, R. Farrenq, G. Guelachvili, Q. Kou, F. Le Roy and M. MoriUon-Otapey.
Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et Applications, C.N.R.S. UPR136*,
Universi~ Paris Sud, Bât. 350,91405 Orsay Cedex , France.
Indirect detenninations of the intensities of rotationa1 and rovibrationa1 transitions
for radicals in a 2n state are camied out by the vibration-rotation
interaction function,
known as the Herman-Wa1lis Factor(l), F;' (m) (where m has its usua1 defmition m = -J,
0, J+ 1 for p, Q, R branch respectively). This function is developed by taking into account
specific interactions due to non-ZCI'Ospin and orbital moments with ana1ytica1 ca1culations.
From relative intensity measurements of the rovibrationa1 transitions, a direct
experimental detemñnation of the variation near the equilibrium intemuclear distance of
the elecmc dipole moment function and the vibrationa1 transition moments 'Ilvv,,2 is
carried out.

This analytica1 development has first been applied to OH, a radica1 of great
atmospheric interest. From OH emission spectra recorded at high resolution with a
Fourier transfonn spectrometer, experimental va1ues(2) of the vibrationa1 transition
moments for 1-0 and 2-1 bands are obtained:

F~ (m)

= 1 - 0.1367

11121I 2

= (1.89

m + 0.00459 m2

FI (m)= 1-0.154 m+0.OO70 m2
IIlI012 =(1.235 ~ 0.030) .10-3 (Debye)2
~0.10)

.10-3

These results are in good agreement
experimental detenninations(<Hi)

(Debye)2

with ab initio ca1culations(3)

and with other

The second application concems CIO, a radica1 deeply involved in the chemistry of
stratospheric ozone. This indirect method for intensity measurements has a1ready been
applied to CIO by Burkholder et a1(7) but from absorption spectra and assuming a
development for the Hennan-Wa1lis factor valid for a 11: state. Current progress are
reported.
(1)

R. Hennan

and R. F. Wallis

(4)

J. Chem. Phys.. 23. 637 (I9S5)
A. Benidar.
1besis. Univasil6
Paris-Sud.
1991
H. J. Wemer,
P. Rosmus and E. A. Reinsch
J. Chem. Phys., 79, 90S (1983)
D. D. Nelson. Jr.. A. Schiffman.
D. 1. Nesbin and DJ.Yaron

(S)

J. Chem. Phys., 90, 5443 (1989)
D. D. NeIson. Jr.. A. Schiffman
and D. J. Nesbin

(2)
(3)

(6)
(7)

J. Chem. Phys.. 90. S4SS (1989)
D. D. NeIson.Jr..
A. Schiffman.
D.J.
and B. BUIthoIdcr
J. Chem. Phys..
J. B. BurkhoIder

Nesbill.

93. 7003 (1990)
et 81. J. Mol. Spectrosc..

114.

1. 0rIand0

139 (1987)

* Laboratoire associé aux Universités P. et M. Curie et Paris-Sud

High ResolutionFourierTransfonn Specttum
of Chlorine Nitrate(CIN03)

.J 8

J. OrphaI*,A. DiaIlo.G. Guelachvili.M. Morillon-Chapey
Laborato;re de Phys;que Molicula;re et Applicat;ons,
Centre Nat;onal de la Recherche Scientijique,
Bðt;ment 350, Centre d'Orsay, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France
Chlorine nitrate (ClN03) plays an important role in stratospheric chemistry.
mainly in the cycle of ozone destrucûon. The infrared absorption spectrum can
be used for the determination of atmospheric concentrations. Recently. the Qbranch of the V4band was studied with TDLAS [1]. With thc Fourier transform
interferometer at Orsay. spectra are recorded between 500 and 2000 cm-1.
where the Vl. V2. V3.V4. and vs vibration-rotation bands dominate. SpeciaI
focus is made on the dctermination of integrated band intensities. A coolablc
absorpûon ccUof 4.8 cm length. equipped with AgCI windows. is used. The ceU
can be cooled down to 200 K. nearly the lowest stratospheric temperature.
Spectra are recorded at different gas pressures and temperatures. For the
chemical production of very pure CIN03. unstable at room temperature. a
particular reaction scheme is used.
[1] W. BeU.G. Duxbury.D. D. Stuart,J. Mol. Spectr.152. 283-297 (1992)
This worlc was supported
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Low-resolUlion
spectrum 01 the v2 band (center at 1295 cm-1). resolurion
Spec"a
01 this type were made to checlc the chemical nroduClir

05

cm-1.

lor a
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High Resolution Infrared Absorption Spectra for the
Detennination of Nitric Acid (HN03) Absolute Line Intensities
A. Diallo,R. Fanenq, G. Guelachvili,Q. Kou, .
F. Le Roy, M. ~orillon-Chapey, J. Orpha1*
Laboratoire de Physique Mollculaire et Applications.
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
Bâtiment 350, Centre d'Orsay, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France
With the Fourier transfonn intederometer at Orsay. infrared absorption spectra
of nitric acid (HN03) were recorded with 0.0027 cm-1 unapodized resolution
between 500 and 1600 cm-1, where the v3. V4,v5. and 2V9 vibration-rotation
bands are located. pure HNÛ) samples were produced in our laboratory. Specia1
attention was made to enable the determination of absolute line intensities in
these bands. For this purpose, a temperature-stabilized absorption cell, equiped
with AgCI windows, of 12 cm pathlength was used. The temperature was f1Xed
at -1.20Cto avoid therma1decomposition. Spectra were recorded at pressures of
1.6 Torr, 1.0 Torr, and 0.6 Torr. The influence of errors for the determination of
gas pressure, pathlength, and gas temperature will be discussed.
This work WQSsuppontd by rht CommJssion olrht Europtan CommuniritS wultr contract
NOSTEP CT90-0072 (ISORAC).
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THE INFRARED
AND 1150 cm-1

SPECTRUM

OF C1I3CN

BETWEEN

650 cm-1

A.-M. Tolonen, M. Koivusaari, J. Schroderus, R. Pa.so and R. Anttila
Deparlmr.nt of Physics, University of Oulu, SF-90570 Oulu 57, Finland
The lùgh resolution (linewidth 0.003 cm-1) infrared spectrum of CH3CN over
the range 650 - 1150 cm-1 has been measured using the Bruker IFS HR-120
Fourier spectrometer in Oulu. The absorption path length was 12.8 m and the
sample pressure was 40 Pa (0.3 Torr). Three bands: 211g,114and 117are included
in the spectrum.
The lowest observed band is the overtone 211g (716.70 cm-1) of the lowest
fundamentallla of the molecule. Although the parallel component 211gonly has
been clirectly observed the perpendicular component 211:'2must be taken into
account in the analysis because there is a strong perturbation due to the l(2, 2)
resonance between the components. The assigned 800 lines between 685 and
760 cm-1

extend

from P(60)

to R(60),

with Kmu.

= 10.

The other bands, the parallel fundamentalll4 (920.29 cm-1) and the perpenclicular fundamentalll7 (1041.81 cm-1), have been studied by laser spectroscopic
methods (1, 2). The characteristics of these measurements have limited the
range of the observations. To get information about the Coriolis resonance
114/117
we have tried to extend our assignments to lùgh K and J values. Among
1200 lines in the 114band we have Kmax = 12 and Jmax = 73, whereas 2600
assigned li~es in 117belong to the subbands -15 $ Kð.K $ 15 with Jmax = 67.
There are several perturbations caused by the overtone levels of lIa. The 114
band is perturbed by the Fermi resonance with Va = 3, la = :!:3(crossing between K = 7 and K = 8). The R side of the 117band suft'ers from the Fermi
interactions wÍth the states Va = 3, ta = 1(aroundK = 8) andVa= 2, la = -2
(around K = 13 - 14). In the analysis of these resonances information from
the lIa band

(3), from the overtone

211aas wel1 as from the hot band

311J

-

IIJ is

important.
1. P. Wal1raff,K. M. T. Yamada, R. Sclùeder, and G. Winnewisser, J. Mo1.
Spectrosc. 112, 163-172 (1985).
2. S. A. Rackley, R. J. Butcher, M. Römheld, S. M. Freund, and T. Oka, J.
Mo1. Spectrosc.

92, 203-217

(1982).

3. M. Koivusaari, V.-M. Homeman, and R. Antti1a, J. Mo1. Spectrosc. 149,
447-457

(1991).
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THE SUBSTITUTION STRUcrURE
OF PROTONATED
MILLlMETER.W AVE SPECfROSCOPY.

CYANOGEN BY

G. Cazzoli , C. Degli Esposli
Dipanimenlo

di Chimica

"G. Ciamician"

dell'Universilà

di 801080a , via F. Selmi 2 ,

40126 Bologna, Italy.

F. Scappini
Islilulo di Spenroscopia Molecolare del C.N.R. , via de'Casta8Ooli 1, 40126 8010gna,
Italy.
Prolonaled

cyanogen,

HNCCN+,

is a linear molecular

ion which can be produced

in

small amounls in a DC discharge Ihrough a gaseous mixlure of hydrogen and cyanogen.
The rotational
Scappini
cathode

speclrum

in Ottawa
discharge

HNCCN+

of Ihis shon lived species was firsl observed

using a millimeter-wave
as Ihe production

spectrometer

source.

Owing

inside Ihe absorption cell, long integration

lines with a salisfaclory

si8Oal-to-noise

We have greatly improved
using Ihe negative

HNCCN+.

time were

necessary

This result encouraged

technique

to observe

delermined

range

70

- 360

(in Á) for HNCCN+

linc of

in order to calculate the complete

isotopomers

were idenlified and analysed in

GHz, and the Collowing struclural
:

distance

H-N

1.00588(1)
1.14099(4)

C-C
C-N

absorplion

the sludy of the rotational spectra of

bond

N-C

cyanogen by

. In our system, only few minutes of

a millimeter-wave

us 10 undenake

The spectra of all the five monosubstiluted

of protonaled

, which was already used in 801080a 10

Ihe 15N, I3C and D isotopically enriched species,
substitution structure of Ihis molecular ion.

the frequency

of

limes were required to observe Ihe

in the produclion

observe Ihe rotational spectra of HN2 + and HBf+
inlegration

with a hollow

to Ihe low concentration

ratio.

Ihe efficiency

glow discharge

by Amano and

equipped

1.37682(6)
1.15721(2)

parameters

were
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Optoacoustic Stark Spectroscopy or the Q Branch or 13CD30H
J.C.SMorau,

D. Pereira. A.scalabrin,

InslitUlo de Fisica-UNICAMP.
G.Carelli.lililJi.
Diparlimemo

A.Morelli and F.Slrumia

di Fisica del1'Universilå di Pisa

Starting from high resoluùon

EM.Tel1es

13081 Campinas-SP. Brasil

- 56126

(4xlo-3 cm-1) IR-FT spccuum

ofthc

Pisa./laly
13CD30H

[1] scvcral ncar

coincidenccs with CO2 laser emission wcrc found in thc Q branch of C-O suclching [2]. An infrarcd
SwIc spccuoscopy
sludy is now pcñormcd by mcans of a SwIc.OpI03COUSÙC ccll for thc absorplions
rclalCd 10 thc IOR(22). IOR(24), 10R(26) and 10R(28) C021aser lincs.
Diffcrcnl bchaviors have bccn obscrvcd when a d.c. clccuic ficJd was applicd in thc rangc 0

-6

kV Icm. As an cxamplc scc fig.l and fig.2.

300 MI!z

300 MI!z
fig.l

fig.l
- 10R(26): onc ccnual

absorpùon

al zcro ficld splilS inlo IwO componcnls

whosc inlcnsily

dccrcases with incrcasing thc applicd ficld. Thc mcasurcà spliuing is 37 MHzlkV cm-1.
- 10R(28): no absorpûons al zero cJccuic fieJd in thc lunabilily ransc of our wavcsuidc CO2 bser
(300 MHz); for an ir.lCnsily of 2000 VIcm onc absorplion appcars allargc POSilivc offscl movins 10
lowcr frcqucncy incrcasing thc E fJeld. Wc compulC thc absorpûon frcqucncy at zcro ficld by measuring
thc offsct of this componcnt v.s. thc E fJcld.
Somc ICnlaÙvCassignmcnlS arc proposcd for thc infrarcd uansiûons.
Furthcr sludics of the Slark cffcct on thc F1R Jascr crnissions associa[cd to Ihesc absorplions
addiùonal

informaûon

on thc CXCilcd rolOvibrational

Icvcls involvcd in the uansition

givc

that. losclhcr

with frcqucncy mcasurcmcnlS, allow us 10 assign also somc F1R lascr lincs.
1.
2.

J.C.sMØTo<s,Io.scolobrin. D.Perciro. G.DiLonordo, L.Fusina: Infrorcd Phys. J/. J65.J72 (/991)
J.C.sMorocs. Io.scolobrin, D.Pcrciro, G.Corclli. N.loli, IoMortl.i and F .slrwnia: Infrorcd Phys. JJ,
IJJ./J9
(/992)
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RAD-3SUBMILLIKETER-WAVESPECTRUKOF
S.P.BELOV*,

H.Yu.TRETYAKOV*, I.KLEINER**

ACETALDEHYDE
AND J.T.HOUGEN***

*Ho1ecu1ar Spectroscopy Laboratory,
App1ied Physics Institute,
46
U1yanova Street,
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia 603024. **Laboratoire
de
Physique Ho1écu1aire et App1ications,
Université
Pierre et Harie
75252ParisCedex 05,
Curie et C.N.R.S.,
Tour 13, 4 P1ace Jussieu,
France. ***Ho1ecu1ar Physics Division, Nationa1 Institute of
Standards and Techno1ogy, Gaithersburg,
KD 20899, USA.
A broad-band room-temperature
submi11imeter
wave spectrum
5000 1inesof CH3CHOin the regionfrom 165
containing
approximate1y
to 417 GRz has been recorded with the RAD-3 spectrometer1
in Nizhny
Novgorod (former1y Gorky, USSR). The samp1e pressure of about 0.1
Torr

1eads

to

typica1

uncertainties

in

the

1inewidths
S02

of

8 HHz.

ca1ibration

When

combined

frequencies,

this

with
1eads

to

measurementuncertainties
of 1ess than 1 KHz for unb1ended 1ines.
Over 1000 a- and b-type rotationa1
transitions
with J va1uesfrom 10
to 20, originatingin the torsiona1ground(Vt=O)and first
excited
(vt=l) states, were identified using computer programs and mo1ecu1ar
parameters determined ear1ier2-4.
Because of the broad-band spectra1
coverage

RAD-3,

of

assignments

cou1d

be confirmed

in many

cases

by

100ps" of 4 lines,
whose frequencies
sum to
va1ues less than/4 times the 1 KHz measurement precision.
IIcombination-difference

Thegoa1of the present
workis not a studyof vt

u

.

0 and 1

1eve1s, however, but invo1ves instead a search for 1ines originating
in
the
Vt
2 and 3 torsiona1 states, just be10w and just above the
top of the barrier, respective1y. About 200 a-type transitions

c=ibi~ati~gi::.

."t. ::' 2 hõ.';õ ::'ëëï. i&cùt.i.f .i.-::ù CiUÙ lllc.:iuù~ù
in a global
2400 microwave and infrared transitions using 50
The weighted (unit1ess)
standard deviation is near 1.1,
residuals are consistent with measurement errors. A number of

fit
of over
parameters.

i.e.,
vt=3

a-type

transitions

have been tentative1y

identified.We also

wish to 10cate vt=2 b-type
transitions,
but these are difficu1t to
assign with certainty since they are a1most 10 times weaker than the
a-type transitions and
poor1y predicted
from our fit including no
vt=2
b-type 1ines.
We hope begin the vt=2 b-type assignment
process
with

the

great1y

help
limit

of
the

se1ected
number

combination-difference

IS.P.Belov
Internationa1

V.H.Demkin

precise
of

measurements

possibilities

for

from

RAD-2,

which

"acceptable"

loops.

A.F.Krupnov

Conference

on

High

and

H.Yu.Tretyakov Xth

Reso1ution

Infrared

Spectroscopy,

Lib1ice, Czechos1ovakia, 1988.
2I.Kleiner, H.Godefroid, H.Herman and A.R.W.HcKellar,
J.Hol.Spectrosc.142, 238 (1990).
3I.K1einer, J.T.Hougen, R.D.Suenram, F.J.Lovas and H.Godefroid,
J.Kol.Spectrosc.1~8, 38 (1991).
4I.K1einer, J.T.Hougen. R.D.Suenram, F.J.Lovas and H.Godefroid,
J.Ho1.Spectrosc.153, 000 (1992).
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FTMW SPECTRA AND ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS FOR LOW-1
LEVELS OF INTERSTELLAR TRANSIENT AND RADICAL SPECIES
F.1. Lovas", R. D. Suenram", T. Ogatat, S. Yamamoto*, and M. Tretyakov*
"Molecular Physics Division, Naûonal Insûtute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899; tFaculty of Libera1 Arts, Shizuoka University, 836
Ohya, Shizuoka 422, 1apan; *Department of Astrophysics, Nagoya University,
Chikusa-Ku, Nagoya 464, 1apan; *Molecular Spectroscopy Laboratory, Applied
Physics Institute, 46 UIyanova Street, Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia 603024
A number of low-1 rotaûonal transitions have been measured for the
radical or transient molecular species; 50, C2S, C)5, c-HC), CH2CC, and cC)H2 using a pulsed-nozzle Fabry-Perot-cavity Fourier transform microwave
spectrometer which employed a DC voltage electric discharge nozzle. Helmholtz
coils around the outside of the vacuum chamber were used to maintain the
magnetic field within the active volume element of the Fabry-Perot cavity to less
than ten milliGauss which eliminates Zeeman splitûng and allows transiûon
frequency measurement to 4 kHz. The molecular electric dipole moments have
been determined

for SO, C)S,

c-HC),

and c-C)H2

from Stark-effect

measurements and yield the following values: 1.52(2) D, 2.81(7) D, 2.30(10) D,
and 3.27(1) D, respectively.
The measurement of the spectra and Stark effect of severa1 other radicals
is underway. The hyperfine structure and Stark effect for the HCCN, DCCN and
HCCISN species with )}: ground state is being studied in collaboration with Y.
Ohshima and Y. Endo (University ofToJ.:yo,1apan). The hyperfine structure and
5tark effect of the NK_.K+ = 10.1

- 00.0 transitions

of CH2CN and CH2C1SN

have been observed. The analysis is being carried out in coUaboration with S.
Saito (Institute for Molecular Science, Okazaki, Japan). Progress on these studies
will be summarizcd.

1
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EFFECTIVE STARK HAHILTONIANFOR QUADRATICSTARK EFFECT

V.I.Perevalov
Instltute
of Atmospherlc Optlcs.
Slberlan Branch of Russlan Acade.y of Sclences
Academlcheskll av. 1, Tomsk. 634055. Russla
K.Loete
Laboratolre
Unlverslte

It
the

has

de Spectronomle
Koleculalre
et Instrumentatlon
de Bourgogne 6. Bd. Gabrlel.
21100. DIJon.
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and 0001
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dlpole
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be transformed
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can
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parameters

Effectlve

transformed
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shown that
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states.
Effectlve
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effectlve
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Thc vihrMiol1!\l ~pc:c:ll'um of IIcelylelle.

D. HURTMAr\S, J, \'ANDEn AUWEnA lmd M. HER~IAr\
Labol'ltloire ùe Chimir. PhyRÏcJlIcMoléclIlair('
UIIÎ\'''I"jté Lihr" de Druxellea
Bclgium

Thc 8p<:ctrum of acetylene (C2112, C2D2 nncl C2H D) has bcCI1 I'ccol'ded al high
I'c~oll1tion IIsÌl.g 11Drukel' IFS 120HR Fowicl tum&rOUIì HpCdHI1I1<:l"I, 011 tt \'t:ry
widc cnprgy rl'lnge. Selected results wil1 bc dctai1cd.
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The Dipole Moment Parameters
Nonlinear Stark EfTect of SiF.

of SiF.. Mcasurements

A. AINETSCHIAN. U. HÃRING, W.A.

on the

J(REINER, M. LOËTE. AND M.P

COQUARD
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IR-SPECTROSCOPY
WITH CO-LASERSIDEBANDS
B. Heyer, H. Schne1der. F. Kühnemann+, H. Haven1th.
J. Legrand*, W. Urban
IInst.r.Angew. Physlk, Bonn;
+ permanent address Abt.r.Holekülphyslk/Photoblophyslk.
Humboldt-Un1versltät zu Berlln;
* Laborat01re de Spectroscople Hertzlenne, L111e)

The generatlon or tunable s1debands ln the 1nrrared was developed
by G. Hagerl uslng a CO2-1aser as carr1er. R. Schwendemann was
the rlrst one to extend thls technlque to CO-laser. D1screte
rrequenc1es or
mlcrowave

CO-laser are mlxed ln a CdTe crystal wlth tunable

rrequencles

to

generate

tunable

IR

radlatlon.

The

errlc1ency Is rour tlmes better than 1n the CO2-1aser reg10n. A
new s1deband spectrometer was bul1t 1n Bonn, us1ng e1ther
Co-sealed orr or co-rlow laser. The spectrometer was developed ln
cooperat1on

w1th

the

L.S.H. L111e.

F1rst

doppler

l1m1ted

lIeasurements on NO and OCS w111 be presented demonstratlng
perrormance
sUb-doppler

or

the

measurellents

new
w111

system.

Poss1ble

be d1scussed.

ap'pl1cat10ns

the
to
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Molecular

Structure

of OCSe from High Resolution
Infrared
Spectroscoples.

Millimeterwave

and

1. Demaison.. M. Le Guenncc.. G. Wlodarczak .,
H. Bürger.., M. Litz" and H. WiI1ne~...
· Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Henzienne. UA CNRS 249. Université de Lil1e 1.
F-59655 Vil1eneuved'Ascq. France
"FB9 Anorganische Chemie, Universitãt-Gesamthochschule Wuppertal.
D-5600 Wuppertal. Germany.
...Institut rür Anorganische Chemie. Universitãt, D-3000 Hannover, Germany.

The millimeterwave
GHz and analyzed
polysubstituted
isotopomers.

and submillimeterwave
for 27 isotopic

species

spectra of OCSe were measured
(Se has 6 isotopes

up to 470

82.80.78.77.76.74Se

forms with 13C and 17,180 were also observed).

and

For the most abundant

excited states up to V2=3 were aISOanalyzed.

The high resolution

Fourier Transform infrared spectra of natural and SOSe monoisotopic

OCSe were recorded in the range 400-1000 cm-1 . The V2 and v3 fundamentals
2V2 overtone were investigated.

along with respective

hot bands

. The

and the

Fermi resonance

between v3 and 2v20 was analyzed in order to get a consistent value of a2B.
Very accurate
equilibrium

B rotational

constants

structure was calculated.

and aB values

compared to the equilibrium structure:
.the effective structure ro
.substitution

were determined

Other types of structures

structures rs. rd and rss

.rm structure. rPm structure and rc structure.

and a new

were aISO calculated

and
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ROTATIONALENERGIES AND TRANSITIONSof SOME NONRIGID

~X MOlECULES IN THE G-FUNCTION APPROACH.
S.N.Mlkhal1enko,
Inst i tute
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energy
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serles
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It Is equlvalent
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lt was

of

expressed

for

"floppy"
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Tomsle, Russia

was appl1ed to bandle tbe problelD of

standard
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IDOlecules

Opt ics.634055,

ß8gdltonlan

[1-3J

(G-funct1on)

dlvergence

V.I.Starlkov and Vl.G.Tyuterev

01 Atmospheric

lnfrared
w111

w1tb

respect

( wltb

IR flame data t111 J,ICa

tbe welgbted

ln extrapolatlon

Is even
<

IDOre pronounced:

17 predlct

range

Is 1.9. Improvement

3319

energles

- 9257

31 parameters
t111

CID-1 not

J,ICa =
lncluded

20

recovered
(about

ln flttlng)

frolD flt
100
wltb

up to J.1Ca

energles

ln

tbe average

1.Vl.G.Tyuterev. J.Mol.Spectrosc.J.Mol.Spectr. 151,97-129(1992)
2.V.I.Starlkov,S.A.Tasbkun,and Vl.G.Tyuterev. J.Mol.Spectrosc.
151,130-147(1992)
Vl.G.Tyuterev,

Opt.Spectrosk..63(1),75

'20

propertles

resldual 0.05 CID-1.

3.V.I.Starlkovand

to

tbe same

cbolce of adJusted parameters). For H20
st.dev.

be

a conslderable

(1987)

tbe

